


Planning a private function can be a thrilling yet daunting 

task. One vital element that brings life and soul to any event 

is the music. That's where we, Aden and Simon Music, step in. 

Why Choose Aden and Simon Music?  
We are a professional guitar duo, experienced in creating bespoke musical experiences for private 

events. Graduates from the prestigious Elder Conservatorium of Music, University of Adelaide, with 

Degrees in Popular Music, we combine our education with extensive live performance experience to 

add that extra-special touch to your event. 

Tailoring Your Musical Moments  
Each event is unique, and its music should reflect that. Whether you prefer a relaxed vibe or specific 

songs for particular moments, we are committed to creating a musical atmosphere that aligns with 

your vision and the mood of your event. 

For Your Event:  
We understand how to shape the mood of an event with our music, and here's how we can enhance 

each moment: 

 As your guests arrive: We'll create a welcoming atmosphere with soft and uplifting tunes.  

 During the event: We'll seamlessly transition through a tailored setlist that keeps in tune 

with the changing dynamics of the function.  

 Background music: Engaging and ambient music will maintain a pleasant atmosphere while 

your guests mingle and network.  

 For Your Special Highlights: If there are key moments or highlights in your event, we can 

align the music to match: 

 Speeches or announcements: We can play relevant tunes to introduce special moments.  

 Award presentations: We'll make each award more memorable with a distinctive song.  We 

can also provide sound effects to accompany specific award nights 

 Dance party: As the event progresses, if you want to raise the energy level, we can cater to 

that as well. 

 DJ: We can play high-energy tracks from a streaming platform such as Spotify, using your 

playlist or one we curate just for you.  

The Party Band Experience: 
 If you're looking to infuse extra energy into your function after the formalities, our dynamic party 

band is ready to entertain. With piano, drums, and additional vocalists, this four or five-piece band 

promises to turn your private function into an unforgettable night. 

Your Musical Partners: 
 With Aden and Simon Music, we aren't just musicians - we're your musical guides. Each song we 

perform is carefully chosen and thoughtfully performed, contributing to a harmonious and 

memorable experience for your guests. 

Ready to craft the perfect soundtrack for your private function?  
Let's chat! Drop us an email at simon.jones@cotc.com.au or give us a call at 0414 893714. Let's 

create a memorable event together! 

Warm regards, Aden and Simon 


